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Tax millage requests are getting to be too much for residents of Bedford
the proposal
Now, the Bedford school
board has decided that
they still want money
from the taxpayer and
they have put a half-mill
levy on the ballot that
they claim will only be
used for building maintenance but the ballot
language does not restrict
the usage. Recently, we
had special assessments
placed on our tax bills for
ditch cleaning and now
the Monroe County Community College is requesting a one-mill levy that if
passed will be on our tax
bills in perpetuity. That
means it is forever and
will not ever end.

I retired 18 years ago
and my pension is actually less than it was when
I retired but i have to ﬁnd
a way to cope with a rising
cost of living unlike our
elected people who just go
after the taxpayers when
they come up with a folly
of some sort that needs ﬁnancing. And, by the way,
between the $70 million
school levy and the township road assessment plan
our elected ofﬁcials spent
nearly $50,000 of taxpayer
money to promote these
two ideas. Is that wasteful
spending or what?

Vote no on two proposals regarding Michigan wolf hunts

Doug Spade not
favored by NRA

During the last few
months in Bedford
Township, we have been
overwhelmed with tax levies and assessments. We
just defeated a $70 million
school levy by a large
margin after the taxpayers
reviewed the millage and
found it excessive and the
selling points that were
put out by the current
school board concerning the condition of our
schools were inaccurate
and in some cases fabricated.
The turmoil due to this
millage request brought
about the creation of
the Citizens for Fiscal
Responsibility, a group

On Tuesday we are
being asked to vote on
Proposals 14-1 and 14-2
regarding the Michigan
wolf hunt. Please vote no
on both proposals as they
both would allow the wolf
to be hunted in Michigan
and allow a wolf hunting
season annually with a
wolf hunting license.
Because of all the negative response to the ﬁrst
unjustiﬁed wolf hunt
last year, the hunt this
year has been cancelled.
Proposals 14-1 and 14-2
would re-establish this
hunt. The initial hunt last
year was based on lies
and unfounded rumors
that all proved to be false.
A farmer in the western
Upper Peninsula intentionally left dead rotting

of taxpayers concerned
about inefﬁcient elected
representatives who seem
to think that the taxpayers
have an unlimited amount
of money for them to
waste. After the school
levy came the library levy
that was also defeated.
Then the township board
got into the act and
decided that they would
place a $75 assessment
on each parcel of property in Bedford without a
vote of the taxpayers. This
proposal was met with the
same type of outrage as
the $70 million school levy
and, after a few meetings
with hostile taxpayers, the
township board scrapped

cattle on his property to
attract wolves that he said
had killed his cattle. Other
reports of wolves looking
into doorwalls and hanging around day care centers were also found to be
false. The argument that
wolves are overpopulated
and need to be hunted
is also untrue. There are
only several hundred
wolves, mainly in the U.P.
and that is not many for
such a large area. They
have just recently begun
to recover from nearcomplete extermination
80 years ago.
Any wolf that ever kills
a dog or livestock can already be killed with DNR
permission, so a hunting
season is not necessary.
And there has never been

a documented case of a
wolf attacking humans in
Michigan or elsewhere in
North America. The DNR
does not base its hunting decision on scientiﬁc
fact. It’s all about catering
to hunting groups and
trophy hunters and the
money that brings in to
them.
The wolves are a necessary predator and sacred
to many Native American
tribes. You can end the
lust for wolf blood and
stop this tragedy by voting no on proposals 14-1
and 14-2. Please help our
wolves to have a chance
to survive and make a real
comeback.

Terry Beaver
Riga
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George E. Sailer
Temperance

Doug Spade is not
favored by the NRA.
In fact, Doug Spade
and his supporters
represent the worst part
of politics. That’s lies,
deception and distortion of facts.
One letter claimed
Spade received an “A”
rating from the NRA
and that’s just ﬂat-out
wrong. That information
can easily be attained
online at https://www.
nrapvf.org. In fact, he’s
not even endorsed by
the NRA.
The only candidate
endorsed in the Senate
17th District race is my
friend Dale Zorn. Dale
has a proven record
ﬁghting for the Second
Amendment. He received an “A” rating. It’s
about time Mr. Spade
has a talk with his supporters and tell them to
stop lying.
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